DESIGN BIOTOP

Platform promoting design mindset for complex problem solving / Educational platform for promoting design mindset for prosperity and growth via lectures, workshops and talks. Design Biotop bridges design thinkers with public sector and decision-makers to address societal challenges.

2013 - 2015 ...
What got you here won’t get you there.

Today’s problems won’t be solved by the logics that produced them.
over thousand event participants and attendees
speakers that cross-connect levels of society with education, business, design and policy making for better future
cross-field and cross-generation participation and open knowledge exchange

About: Design Biotop is an experiential workshop and open knowledge exchange platform that explores the problem solving, systemic, deeply curious and trans-disciplinary nature of design.

The platform serves as a touchpoint that illustrates what a change of mindset through design can bring to decision-making processes and to all levels of society in order to rethink the value of design in times of global economic struggles.
INDEPENDENT BIENNIAL

Creative platform supporting direct authorship, horizontal selection and young authors working cross fields, on the margin between visual arts, contemporary illustration and design

2007 - 2015 ...
About: The Independent Biennial platform expresses its marginal status and specifics through the horizontal selection of authors who implement a wide range of visual practices. What makes the Biennial unique is that authors from each Biennial then take on the role of curators for the following edition.

The Biennial is a periodic event that investigates the fields and contexts of the use and application of modern illustration in the world today. It was created to support and foster direct authorship, inclusion, co-creation, non-sensorship and to promote and support the young authors of such works.

over 80 exhibitions, talks and events
over 120 authors
60 and more venues
installations in public space and interventions
Independent Creative Platform / Independent Biennial / Talks and open discussions
Virtual Face-To-Face

cross-cultural open knowledge sharing and co-creating
MARMELADA
platform for cross field creative experimenting / sound and vision
events for cooperation and exchange

15 MINUTES OF FAME / Art Talks

Tretaroka / Bienale neodvisnih / 15Minutes © All rights reserved. 2007 - 2015 -
ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMME
FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED KIDS AND YOUTH IN BALI
/ for WIDHYA ASIH ORPHANAGEs

Using creative methods and exercises to promote soft skills and develop practical knowledge
Team work, sustainability, soft skills and empowerment

Using creative methods and exercises to promote soft skills and develop practical knowledge
Tretaroka ngo
Celovska 127, 1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia EU

team:
Sasa Kerkos
Barbara Pocek
Piera Ravnikar
Irena Silic

Contact:
info@designbiotop.si
info@bienaleneodvisnih.com